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From August 1950 until 1966 Harold Macmillan kept one of the fullest and most entertaining political diaries
of the twentieth century. This first volume starts in the last full year of the post war Labour government,

follows his rise through the Churchill and Eden governments via a succession of high offices, and culminates
with his becoming Prime Minister in 1957. He was an acute observer of events and people not just in his own
country or party, but on the wider international and political scene. His Diary provides wry portraits of many
of the leading political figures of the period and records his personal take on the great issues and events of the
day. In the process Macmillans wider activities and inner concerns are also revealed, casting light beyond the
famously 'unflappable' exterior onto the character of one of the most enigmatic figures in modern British

political history.

The second volume of one of the most entertaining and illuminating political diaries of the twentieth century
covering Harold Macmillans years as Prime Minister. Cover has no visible wear and the dust jacket if

applicable is included for hard covers. The second volume of one of the most entertaining and illuminatin.

Prime Minister Harold Macmillan

Britain and the World on DeepDyve the largest online rental service for scholarly research with thousands of
academic publications available at your fingertips. Häftad 2012. The MacMillan Diaries The Cabinet Years
Hardcover Import Janu by Peter Catterall Author 5.0 out of 5 stars 1 rating. It is deeply revealing not only of
the man but also of postwar Conservatism. Cabinet years 19501957 Sort by DateEdition Newest First. After
his retirement Macmillan wrote Winds of Change 1966 The Blast of War 1967 Tides of Fortune 1969 Riding
the Storm 1971 and At the End of the Day 1972. Nigeria the Southern Cameroons and British Somaliland

https://citylofistudypress.fun/books1?q=The Macmillan Diaries


were granted independence in 1960 Sierra Leone in 1961 Uganda in 1962 and Kenya and Tanzania in 1963.
by Harold Macmillan Hardcover Janu 5.0 out of 5 stars 1 rating See all formats and editions Hide other
formats and editions The Macmillan Diaries Vol II Prime Minister an. The Princess Diaries 1 is about Mia
Thermopolis who lives in New York City with her mother and her cat Fat Louis. This new Flamingo Pink
colour diary is a grainy shiny leather. Diaries The Cabinet Years 19501957 published in 2003 was reviewed

in Cercles.
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